This article proposes a novel vibration-based damage identification method, named the probability distribution of decay rate. By introducing a statistical framework, the probability distribution of decay rate method estimates the damageinduced changes in overall damping behaviour of a free-vibration dynamic system. Utilising free-vibration impulse response data, a one-dimensional data set of local maxima-minima points is constructed. A statistical analysis of this data set is then performed to derive damage-sensitive parameters. It is demonstrated that through the use of a statistical analysis framework, a number of enhancements are attained in terms of both robustness and leniency in estimating the significantly nonlinear property of overall damping. An impact hammer test is conducted in the laboratory to verify the efficacy of the proposed probability distribution of decay rate method. The test was performed on a scale-model steel Warren-truss bridge structure, subjected to bolt-connection failures. The comparison results between the probability distribution of decay rate method and the standard experimental modal analysis method confirm that the former is effective for damage identification of complex structures, particularly with real experimental data and steel-frame structure assemblies.
Introduction
Any modern society is inevitably reliant on the performance of civil infrastructure systems. This reliance combined with a demand in the enhancement of the load-carrying capacity and the service-life leads to the increasing attention for structural health monitoring (SHM). Popular for its efficiency and ease of use, the impact hammer test method in civil SHM has taken a significant role, particularly for small-to medium-sized structures. An impact hammer test involves an impulse excitation delivered to a test structure and then its impulse responses (IRs) are recorded. After processing measured IRs, a transfer function is applied, allowing for the extraction of modal parameters. Generally, by assuming a linear time-invariant (LTI) system model, extracted modal parameters are precisely analysed for an accurate correlation with discernible physical changes in the test structure. This procedure is fundamentally based upon the link between the physical state of a structure and its resultant dynamic behaviour. Specifically, structural and physical damages cause a reduction in overall stiffness and an increase in the structural flexibility, both of which are observable via dynamic properties. 1 However, despite numerous studies in literature employing this foundational relationship for vibrationbased damage identification (VBDI), the modal damping property is seldom utilised as a damage-sensitive property, 2, 3 compared to its alternatives of natural frequencies and mode shapes. Yet, a number of studies have endeavoured or at least noted its potential. These researchers were able to provide plausible results to support the scheme that changes in modal damping ratios serve as an effective and significantly sensitive damage indicator. One of the earliest studies, Savage and Hewlett 4 presented an experimental validation of a non-destructive testing method on reinforced concrete beams subjected to crack damages. Changes in damping ratios of up to 80% were reported before and after the subjected damage of shear failures near the support of the elongated concrete beams, outperforming the feature of changes in natural frequencies in regard to sensitivity. Salane and Baldwin 5 explored the potential of modal damping, plus two other modal parameters, for damage identification on both scale-model and full-scale bridges. Discernible changes in modal damping ratios were reported on both tests. However, the scale-model bridge's damping ratio estimates exhibited a consistently positive trend against damage severity, while those of the full-scale bridge did not. Peroni et al. 6 examined the changes in modal damping of sandwich panels subjected to debonding-type damages. The experimentally derived modal damping values from the first few modes indicated a slight increase in the damping coefficients with increased damages. Montalva˜o et al. 7 developed a method to localise damage on carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) plates using the damping parameter. It was concluded that a number of uncertainties are involved in accurate damping estimation. Mustafa et al. 8 proposed an energy-based damping evaluation method. The results demonstrated it can largely enhance the accuracy and reliability of structural damage identification, even on a complex steel truss bridge. It is also noted that real structures often do not exhibit viscous damping behaviour. Li et al. 9 used the Rayleigh damping model in a sensitivity-based model updating method for damping identification. The results showed the proposed approach can identify the damping ratios of both the first and second modes simultaneously. A more detailed review can be found in Cao et al. 10 Collectively, the reviewed studies have highlighted a number of limitations which hinder the utilisation of modal damping parameters as a damage-sensitive feature. First, it is often difficult to determine active damping forces in analytical models, as opposed to the physical properties of mass and stiffness. Second, the estimation of modal damping parameters suffers issues such as individual mode identification with mode coupling and crossovers, mode validation and consistency in presence of resonant peaks. Acknowledging these limitations, an alternative class of methods, known as time-domain analysis, has been proposed.
The logarithmic decrement method is the simplest method to estimate the damping ratio or decay rate of an IR waveform. However, it is only applicable to single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems, essentially resulting in a single damping ratio expression of the exponential decay rate. 11 Liao and Wells 12 and Ge and Sutherland 13 are noted as incremental steps forward, where previously identified resonant frequencies were isolated in frequency sub-bands, using such band-pass filters as Butterworth filtering. The logarithmic decrement was then applied individually to resultant modeisolated time-domain waveforms. Although notably accurate in certain experimental studies, an underlying limitation is a requirement for the prior knowledge regarding locations of confirmed resonant frequencies. Furthermore, the Butterworth filtering requires widely spaced modes with no mode coupling, which limits its application to damage detection in complex structures.
An advancement to the direct signal filtering is to fit the impulse response functions (IRFs) directly onto the measured transient acceleration responses, which leads to the identified resonant frequencies as best fits across a specified bandwidth. The methods in this category include Smith least squares (SLS) algorithm, 14 limit envelopes technique, 15 linear prediction singular value decomposition (LPSVD) and the least squares complex exponential (LSCE) method. 16 Two other methods that implement a certain type of transformation technique to extract modal parameters are the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) 17 and Wavelet Transform method. 18 For example, Curadelli et al. 18 proposed a structural damage identification method using the instantaneous damping coefficient, acquired via wavelet transform technique applied to transient acceleration responses. It presented through both numerical and experimental results that damage resulted in substantial variations in coefficients, characterising damping of experimentally measured systems. In summary, time-domain methods for damping estimation are implemented in one of the three ways: (1) filtering techniques, (2) direct fitting approaches to identify resonant frequencies and (3) decomposition techniques via time-frequency analysis. The core objective in all three categories of analysis is to first deconstruct a mode-superposed IR signal and then to estimate the identified damping ratio parameters per identified mode. The discernible changes in identified damping parameters are then correlated to structural damages in the dynamic system.
In this study, a novel statistical analysis method is explored for damping estimation and is further developed as a damage identification methodology denoted as the probability distribution of decay rate (PDDR). It aims to circumvent the deconstruction step of a mode-superposed IR measurement, which is usually challenging for complex structures. Assuming that a structure is a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) linear viscously damped system, the proposed PDDR method represents the system's overall damping characteristic as a single statistical variance parameter of established sample data set U, constructed using time-domain IR measurements. This article first introduces the theoretical background and implementation of the PDDR method and, subsequently, verifies the method through an experimental study on a scale Warren-truss bridge model.
Theoretical framework

Background
For an underdamped, LTI MDOF free-vibration system, the general displacement function can be stated as a discretised Q number of constituent modes of vibration, as follows
where x(t) is the displacement at time t, A i represents the response amplitude per vibration mode i, z i is the damping ratio of mode i, v n i is the circular frequency of mode i and c i is the phase of mode i. Similarly, the corresponding velocity _ x(t), and acceleration transient responses € x(t), can be provided as a summation of modes of vibration, derived from equation (1) .
Regardless of specific response function x(t); _ x(t); € x(t), the decay rate element of such a system can be expressed using the envelope function A env (t)
where A T:env (t) denotes a summation of all exponential decay envelopes A env i . To obtain accurate estimations of the damping ratios z i , per identified mode, the surveyed literature of time-domain methods provide filtering, direct fitting or time-frequency analysis approaches. The simplest one is the logarithmic decrement method, but it is only applicable under the condition of a linear SDOF system (Q = 1). The damping ratio estimate z is determined as follows
where the logarithmic decrement is
m 2 N + , and € x n and € x n + 2m are two successive local maxima or minima acceleration data points identified on an exponentially decaying sinusoid waveform, spaced by m number of periods.
Recalling equation (1) , with normalised amplitude and SDOF condition (Q = 1), the following general IR function is defined (assume c = 0)
Furthermore, let us apply the conditions for a finite length of 0\t < t max , where t max is a given constant. The resultant function equation (5) is plotted in Figure 1 (unitised), where local maxima-minima points are also illustrated.
Based on equations (3) and (4), the damping ratio for an underdamped system (0\z\1) can be estimated. For example, by utilising two successive local maxima (x r ; x r + 2 ), that is, m = 1, the damping ratio is estimated as follows
where z est:r is the estimated damping ratio using the rth pair.
Since the damping ratio estimated in equation (6) utilises only two local maxima, an averaging method to improve its accuracy would be used
where R denotes the number of successive pairs taken. R = N À 2, where N is the total number of local 
The PDDR method
The PDDR method aims to overcome the fundamental shortcomings of the logarithmic decrement method, by following a statistical probabilistic framework. It utilises the identical data points, but constructs a onedimensional data set U, collating the normalised amplitudes of both local maxima and minima points, within a specified range of 0\t < t max , instead of taking local maxima-minima and then averaging. The data set U takes the form (also applicable for _ x(t); € x(t)) U = x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n ; . . . ; x N f g , where x n tjt < t max ð Þ ð 8Þ
The parameter of interest is the variance of data set U, that is, dispersion parameter, defined as
where m and N denote the mean value and the total number of data points of data set U, respectively. If equations (7) and (9) are expressed as two multivariate functions, they share an identical set of function-variables. From equation (7) z est :¼ g x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n ; . . . ; x N ð Þ , where x n tjt < t max ð Þ ð 10Þ
and from equation (9)
. . . ; x n ; . . . ; x N ð Þ , where x n tjt < t max ð Þ ð 11Þ
In view of LTI-damped SDOF system, with the displacement function (equation (5)), it is proposed that function g(x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N ) is strictly negatively monotonically related to function h(x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N ), provided that t max .0 and x(t max ).0. The proof is given in Appendix 1.
Based on this, the following points are reached:
1. For LTI SDOF systems, the damping ratio (determined via logarithmic decrement method) is strictly negatively monotonically related to the variance parameter of data set U, defined in equation (8 (1) and (2) for MDOF systems, then Axioms 2-5 in Appendix 1 become inapplicable by definition. 4. Since the structural damage inherently has an effect on the natural frequency v i , of an SDOF system, the condition for a constant set v i in equation (5) is violated, and this leads to the assumed constant t max to also become a dependent variable.
The motivation of the PDDR method is that while the logarithmic decrement method is inherently inapplicable for MDOF systems, multivariate function h(x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N ), retains a significant level of accuracy in estimation of overall damping property. This robustness is primarily achieved with the following two features:
1. The PDDR method shifts from a standard single set, or multiple sets, of estimates of damping ratios to a statistical parameter of variance (s 2 ). This framework allows a controlled level of uncertainty while maintaining the accuracy of damage identification, though a decrease in precision occurs by coupling all damping ratio estimates in an MDOF system as a single overall damping estimate. While the logarithmic decrement allows zero leniencies in Axioms 2, 3 and 5 (Appendix 1), function h(x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N ) allows flexibility following a statistical analysis perspective. 2. The damage-induced changes in the natural frequencies of an MDOF system (Dv n i ) are mitigated by employing a magnitude-weighted frequency average (MWFA) parameter, where a frequency average of the underlying IR waveform is computed and set to govern the variable t max . This function will be explained in the next section.
The following section presents the steps for the implementation of the PDDR method.
Structural damage identification using the PDDR Method
The PDDR method is structured into two phases. Phase 1 is comprised of data acquisition (IR measurement), signal processing and formatting. Data sets U are constructed from measured IR waveforms. Phase 2 collates all data sets U and then conducts nonparametric statistical analysis on the variance property of data sets U, resulting in damage detection via hypothesis testing. Finally, damage identification is performed by the correlation analysis of variance property versus damage severity. Figure 2 provides an outline to the PDDR method.
Phase 1: establishing data sets U Signal processing and MWFA. Phase 1 begins with the IR signal acquisition, where a standard impact hammer test procedure is performed, based on a single-inputmultiple-output (SIMO) test setup. After data acquisition of input force and output acceleration time histories, signal processing and formatting are performed. In this step, the measured IR waveforms are first normalised, in both measurement duration and magnitude for the correct signal averaging and damage scenario comparison. Two denoising filters are then applied for the effective implementation of the peakpicking process algorithm. The details of the signal processing steps can be found in detail in Ay. 19 Following this step, an MWFA estimate of a given processed IR measurement is determined. The MWFA parameter is a single quantitative estimate, providing a basic measure of dominant resonant frequencies within a specified frequency band. It is acquired from the raw magnitude spectrum of computed power spectral density (PSD).
In this study, the nonparametric Welch method is employed 20 for the estimation of MWFA. This method mitigates the large fluctuations and leakages in measured power spectra by splitting a discrete record € X (g) with a length of G into L segments with Y samples, such that L = G=Y. The following process provides critical PSD settings required to avoid any loss in spectrum fidelity (mainly power reduction) while addressing statistical estimator variance.
Consider an output acceleration measurement € x(t) as a transient and finite sampled signal. The measurement € x(t) produces a one-sided power spectral estimate (PSE) G xx f ð Þ, through a one-sided discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT can be defined using the autocorrelation function R xx (t), as per the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, 20 such that
where i is the imaginary unit, t max is the total discrete sample size of the transient measurement € x(t) and the autocorrelation function R xx (t) takes on the measurement € x(t) as a random process in form of the sampled data € X (g) with G discrete points. In equation (12), the features of Welch's method can be specified, including the overlapping settings, the applied spectral window and the frequency resolution within a set bandwidth. After splitting a discrete PSD spectrum € X (g) into L segments, Welch's method applies a window W (g) to each segment, so that a sequence of (12) transfers the applied windows onto a series of periodograms as follows
where H is the normalisation factor for the power spectra. Welch's estimate of PSD is the average of periodograms in equation (13) , such that
From this averaging procedure, Welch's estimate provides the quantity for the raw PSD in the following manner
where G xx (f ) is the raw PSD and W (f ) is the power normalised DFT of window W (g), defined, respectively, as follows
and
The above process is utilised to extract the MWFA parameter from measurements € x(t). The following settings are applied: (1) the rectangular window on transient IR € x(t), due to an energy versus time distribution that is considerably uneven; (2) a significantly long sample (measurement lengths, T) to attenuate the window leakages to a negligible level; and (3) a greater attention given to data fidelity over statistical stability to retain resonant peaks magnitudes. The MWFA parameter is defined as follows
where within the frequency band 0 < f < f max , N is the total number of the identified peaks, with a linear amplitudeĜ
and corresponding frequency f i . The peak detection is completed using sequential quadratic polynomials (SQP) algorithm, detailed in studies. 23, 24 Data set U. After computing the MWFA quantities for every output € x(t) measurement, the subsequent step is to extract local maxima-minima points by adjusting for changes in natural frequencies and amplitude discrepancies.
For each damage scenario (DS), or a new measurement, a processed time-domain IR is recorded, which establishes the following set of IRs per accelerometer
where Az denotes accelerometer z, and DSj i represents the ith record for the jth damage scenario (from 0 to J). Then, an end-truncation point is established based on the baseline measurement (DS0), by utilising a sliding root mean square (RMS) criterion, implemented as follows
where € x DS0 (t) is the normalised baseline IR measurement, and T 2 À T 1 is the sample time width in seconds, which is set in this study to a value governed by the sampling frequency f s . The truncation process is detailed in Ay.
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The resultant end-truncation time t max:DS0 for the baseline condition serves as a reference quantity for end-truncations of the remaining, or the newly added IR measurements f€ x DS1 (t), . . . , € x DSJ (t)g. These IR measurements taken after baseline DS0 are end-truncated based on a multiple of t max:DS0 , using previously computed MWFA quantity per IR measurement € x DSj i (t). They are determined as follows The last step of phase 1 for PDDR method is to determine the statistical variance s 2 DSj i of each corresponding data set U DSj i .
Statistical hypothesis testing. Phase 2 of the PDDR method encompasses the statistical analyses, involving both damage detection through statistical hypothesis testing and damage identification by correlation analysis. In this study, damage identification is limited in scope to a supervised learning process, whereby the identification is based on a training data set with the correlated damage severity/location and the change in overall damping behaviour.
The first objective, damage detection, is achieved by assessing the homogeneity of damage-sensitive parameters, variance s
. Precisely, a hypothesis testing is performed, which provides a binary result, where the null hypothesis denotes no damage detected and the rejection of the null hypothesis denotes damage detected.
The nonparametric Fligner-Killeen (F-K) test 25 is specifically chosen for this study, as it (1) does not assume the normality of the measurement data sets, (2) is robust against substantial departures from normality, (3) is not sensitive to outliers as it uses ranked absolute values computed for centred samples and weights, and (4) does not require group sample sizes to be equal.
The F-K test is a Type I error hypothesis test. The homogeneity of variances (null hypothesis) H 0 and alternate condition H A are defined, respectively, as
In practice, damage detection is performed based on initial baseline measurements, followed by subsequent updated (new) measurements. The nonparametric F-K test statistic is computed, assuming x 2 Àdistribution with J degrees of freedom, as follows 25, 26 
where N Ã is total data set size and a Ã (l) denotes score quantities computed in an increasing order against
The more detailed procedure can be found in Ay.
After computing the F-K statistic, Q FK , an approximate level a s -test is then conducted, where the null hypothesis H 0 (equation (22)) is rejected under the condition of Q FK ø x 2 a (J ). In this study, a s = 0:05 (95% confidence level).
Furthermore, a pairwise test is conducted that elaborates the initial binary result to determine the pair (or group of pairs) that resulted in group heteroscedasticity. From the perspective of SHM, this serves two purposes. First, the pairwise p-value coefficients (or statistical significance) indicate the level of sensitivity damage-sensitive feature s 2 DSj i has among tabulated p-values. Second, it allows an estimate of damage severity by one-to-one comparison. For the pairwise comparisons of damage scenario data sets U DSQ , the multiple significance results are computed. Consequently, the condition of multiplicity arises, risking Type I statistical error. To address this issue, a Bonferroni correction is implemented. 27 Data set outliers. To prepare the data set for damage identification, outliers need to be eliminated, where the truncation is applied based on the computation of the interquartile range (IQR) quantities. To ensure the data retention across all data sets of IQR ranges, the maximum quantity of the data sets U is selected. Furthermore, an optional IQR multiple is applied, allowing for a wider range, and only discarding extreme outliers. Figure 3 presents this multiple equal to 1.5. Upon truncation, the data sets U are processed as truncated data sets, defined as follows
where e low* and e up* denote the lower and upper outlier limits, computed using maximum IQR quantity. Note that U U , and U DS5 variance is s 2 .
Confidence intervals. Before assessing the correlation between the variance property s 2 and the structural damage scenario, it is important to first quantify a confidence margin for property s 2 .
A suitable method to determine confidence margins is to assume a nonparametric bootstrap methodology, which is inherently an estimate from empirical data and avoids any assumptions made on the distributions of compiled data sets U DSj . The bootstrap-based confidence margins or percentiles essentially work on the empirical data, where the independent and identically distributed sample sets S * of data set U are constructed, following a reiterative process to estimate a bootstrap statisticû * . The estimated statistic for confidence margins is the variance parameter s 2 . Hence, a bootstrapping resampling method is implemented to obtain 95% confidence intervals of variance parameters in this study. Accordingly, the lower and upper confidence limits are computed as follows
where F½Á is the cumulative distribution function for Gaussian distribution,ẑ 0 is the bias-correction, z a bt is the a bt quantile of Gaussian distribution andâ is the acceleration parameter calculated in this study using the jackknife estimation. 28 Subsequently, using equations (6) and (7), the required 95% confidence level limits to original parameter s 
Correlation analysis. The final step of damage identification involves the analysis of the relationship between the variance parameter and structural damage scenario DSj i . By this point of analysis, a set of J + 1 measurements fDS0, DS1, . . . , DSJg have been acquired, and among the group of measurements, the damage has been detected with the rejection of the null hypothesis H 0 . The data sets have been truncated to eliminate outliers and are now ready to be examined quantitatively using the updated damage-sensitive parameter s
. The damage identification is realised by either a directmatch to a previously labelled or identified measurement, or a total shift assessment from the baseline or the closest labelled measurement.
To apply the PDDR method to SHM, the group assessment via the hypothesis testing for heteroscedasticity would be completed with every new measurement taken from the test structure. Thus, if the null hypothesis were to be rejected, one would immediately deduce that the final measurement reflects a statistically significant change (damage) in the structural state. Under this type of application, this step would serve as an indicative correlation between all measurements taken over time. Thus, one would be able to assess if the change in damping property, as reflected in the parameter s 2 , depicted a gradual change over time, or a sudden shift between the last two measurements. The damage severities or scenarios, though denoted as an ordinal list of numbers for a case study, may not imply a linear change in the structural damping of the system from a physics-based perspective. Although the subjected damages may be incrementally increasing, the resultant change in damping property of the system does not guarantee linearity. Thus, this study adopts Spearman's rank correlation coefficient as a means to determine a coefficient quantity between increased severities of damage and proposed a damage-sensitive parameter s 2 . Experimental study: Warren-truss bridge model
Experimental setup and procedure
A non-destructive impact hammer test was performed on a scale-model steel Warren-truss bridge, with a SIMO configuration. The independent variable of the experiment was set as an incrementally increasing number of connection failures, simulated by loosening test bolts at four different splice brackets. The test structure was erected as a single span bridge with eight equilateral triangular sections, creating a total span of 5.5 m, with 0.65 m width. All the structural members had an identical square-box cross section, with the dimensions of 30 mm 3 30 mm 3 3 mm (AS/NZS1163:2009). The lengths of the structural members were in three sets, that is, the floor deck beams with 500 mm, the equilateral truss members with 600 mm and lateral floor deck bracing with 800 mm. All the splice brackets were identical in dimensions with a thickness of 5 mm, and two M10 bolt connections at both ends of the member. All the bolts were high tensile ISO Grade 8.8, featuring locknuts and serrated washers to prevent the possible rattling or loosening due to vibration testing. All the bolts within the test structure were fully tightened to a torque setting of 25 N m. Figure 4 presents an isometric view of the test bridge. The structure was assembled in the laboratory and was supported by two steel sawhorses bolted onto the concrete floor. The boundary conditions for the impact hammer testing were set as fixed-fixed. The impact hammer strike point was set as the midpoint of the second lower chord, and the strikes were in the ÀZ direction. A total of three uniaxial piezoelectric accelerometers were attached at midpoints of the fourth, fifth and sixth floor beams, respectively.
The signal acquisition was configured as one input force f (t), and three output accelerations € x(t) per strike. For all the four channels, the sampling frequency was set to f s = 20 kHz, with a total sampling time T = 5:0 s, programmed to start recording based on rising slope condition of instantaneous input force by impact hammer. A total of four strikes were performed per damage scenario, which allows for noise minimisation.
The experiment consisted of seven damage scenarios ( Table 1 ). The designed damage scenarios were aimed to replicate the structural conditions of the connection failures, which were achieved by loosening four diagonal test bolts per splice bracket. A test bolt was deemed loosened after two complete counter-clockwise revolutions made by a wrench.
The first damage scenario (DS0) was recorded as the baseline (intact state), with all bolts tightened to a 25-N m torque setting. The following damage scenarios were set as the loosening of test bolts in sets of four, in an accumulating manner. All the loosened test bolts were part of the bottom deck splice brackets, indicated as SB in Figure 4 .
PDDR phase 1 implementation
The PDDR phase 1 results are presented in Tables 2-4 . In all three accelerometers, the MWFA parameter increases with each increase in damage severity, however not strictly monotonical. In connection to this, end-truncation parameters t max , in all the three accelerometers, changed marginally, indicating a relatively small offset adjustment made by the MWFA parameter. Overall, the average MWFA shift of the three data sets was 8.886%.
Two other significant changes observed in Tables 2-4 were noted as IQR values and variance s 2 . In all three accelerometers, the damage-sensitive variance property s 2 was observed to have a weak negative correlation to damage severity, not monotonic with deviations between damage scenarios DS1-DS3. However, this was not the case for the IQR values, which presented a strong negative correlation to damage severities and were considered perfectly monotonic. This observation suggests a requirement to consider the theoretical premise that the outer data points of data sets U correlate to an erratic segment of transient responses, and hence, the PDDR method requires the cleaning of outliers.
The IQR quantities in all three data set groups were significantly narrow with respect to the absolute limits of À1:0 < € x < + 1:0, where the largest IQR from each accelerometer data set group was noted as 11:89%, 15:59% and 21:11% of the fixed maximum range, respectively. This indicates the changes in the overall exponential decay rate of the transient responses, where a narrower IQR suggests a stiffer structure with a higher decay rate.
PDDR phase 2 implementation
By phase 2, seven data sets U have been established for all the signal acquisition channels. The unprocessed estimates of variance s 2 have been computed. The subsequent steps show statistical analyses conducted on the variance property of data sets U for the damage identification.
F-K test: group assessment. An effective means to visually assess changes in the IQR parameters and the related group heteroscedasticity is to use box plots. Figure 5 presents the initial qualitative assessment box plots, divided per data set group (accelerometer channel).
The visual assessment of Figure 5 indicates: (1) the characteristic similarity in box plots among the three data sets, mainly in the IQR and whisker sizes for each corresponding damage scenario and a significant narrowing between damage scenarios DS0 À DS1; (2) a very large number of outliers present across all damage scenarios for all the data sets, suggesting a very rapid decay rate of the transient responses; and (3) in terms of the visible trend, the box and whisker sizes notably decreased in size incrementally with each increase in damage severity or scenario, which provided strong indication that the IQR values of the data set and damage severity are negatively correlated. Subsequently, a nonparametric F-K test was performed based on equations (22) and (23) . The computation results for each accelerometer are presented in Table 5 . Given an identical number of data sets recorded by each accelerometer, all the three computations have six between-group degrees of freedom. 29 By observing the resultant F-statistic values with the associated p-values, it was noted that the extreme values obtained in both parameters were due to the combination of a substantially large squared deviation and relatively small between-group degrees of freedom.
F-K test: pairwise assessment. The significantly large F-statistic values observed in all three accelerometer data strongly supported heteroscedasticity between groups fU DS0 , . . . , U DS6 g, which was further confirmed in box plots in Figure 5 .
All the obtained p-values are noted less than the significance value of 0.05, resulting in the rejection of the null hypothesis in all cases. This result, from a damage detection perspective, means that the damage can be detected from all three accelerometers. Subsequently, the F-K test was reapplied on the pairwise comparison basis, which served to break down the group assessment results and to extract key pairs that triggered a statistically significant result. The results for accelerometers A1-A3 are provided in following Tables 6-8, respectively. A pairwise correction factor is applied, utilising Bonferroni correction method.
From the pairwise p-values, an ordinal pattern was observed between the adjacent damage scenario pairs.
For the data from accelerometers A1 and A2, the adjacent damage scenario pairs DS0 À DS1, DS3 À DS4, DS4 À DS5 and DS5 À DS6 resulted in a p-value greater than the significance level of a BC = 0:0071. Thus, for these adjacent pairs, the null hypothesis was not rejected, and thus, a statistically significant difference in damage-sensitive variance was not recognised.
These results were consistent with the theoretical premise of the PDDR method and the independent variable of the experiment, where the damage scenarios were designed with incrementally increasing damage severity. Furthermore, it indicated that for a majority of the adjacent damage scenario pairs, a statistically insignificant change occurred, that is, no detectable or distinguishable change in structural state. Once the difference of the damage severities was greater than one increment (number of bolt connection failures), all the pairwise comparisons' p-values resulted in a statistically significant difference, which leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis in equation (22) . It is also noted that the pair DS4 À DS6, from accelerometer A2, was the only non-adjacent pair, which registered a p-value greater than the adjusted significance level a BC . However, this did not violate the ordinal pattern noted earlier, as the closer pairs within this segment (i.e. DS4 À DS5 and DS5 À DS6) correctly resulted in a much larger level p-value.
Variance correlation analysis. The experimental data sets U were further assessed for identifiable correlation between the damage-sensitive parameter versus increased damage severity. Before this, some appropriate modifications were made in means of minimising the effects of outliers and narrowing the focus down to a desired region.
Following the PDDR method outlined in Figure 2 , all the established data sets U were first truncated to only retain data points which fell within the area of interest, defined based on the IQR parameter. This parameter was specifically defined based on the largest IQR quantity per accelerometer group of data sets. The IQR sizes of each data set were computed for evaluation, presented in Table 9 , in addition to group maximum IQR values.
To maintain the uniformity across accelerometer groups, and given the relative similarity in group maximum IQR sizes, an identical truncation window was applied for all 21 data sets. The applied window size was defined using groups' maximum IQR parameter, that is, 0.2104, which was then rounded up to the amplitude range of 0.25, and translated to the standardised limits of À0:125 < € x < 0:125. The truncated data sets in all three accelerometers, denoted U , were defined for this experiment results as follows
Subsequently, a bootstrapping method was applied to the resultant truncated data sets U for the improved accuracy with the confidence level set at the 95% limit. The lower and upper confidence limits,û * q:low ;û * q:up , are presented in Table 10 , in conjunction with the corresponding data set U variance parameters s 2 .
The tabulated results were shown graphically in Figures 6-8 , where the limitsû * q:low andû * q:up are the error bars on a scatter plot of the variance moment s 2 versus the incrementally increasing damage severity. By observing these plots, a visually distinguishable negative correlation was observed in all the three accelerometer results, where the increase in the damage severity (i.e. number of bolt failures) resulted in a significant decrease in variance s 2 . Collectively, all the three accelerometer data are presented in Figure 9 , which further indicated that all these data presented a very similar trend. The final part of the PDDR method is to define and compute a correlation coefficient, quantitatively assessing the monotonic relationship between the damage scenarios and damage-sensitive parameters. As this study also serves to validate the PDDR method's efficacy on real vibration measurements, the computed correlation values would directly support or contradict the proposed method. Spearman's correlation coefficient r S , defined in this experiment's, is as follows (computed per accelerometer)
where d 2 i is the square of the difference between two ranked (R(Á)) test variables, such that 
Spearman's correlation statistic assesses the monotonicity of two input variables. Rather than a certain form of regression, this experiment produces the following results shown in Table 11 . It is important to note that any type of regression analysis would theoretically be invalid in this experiment, as the PDDR method's final damage-sensitive parameter s 2 does not directly correlate to structural damages of a dynamic system (in this case failed bolt connections), while provides an estimate of the overall physical damping of the system. From the computed Spearman's coefficients (r s ) in Table 11 , the data from A1 and A2 presented the identical monotonic relationship between the increase in bolt-connection failures (damage scenario) and damage-sensitive parameter s 2 . A perfectly negative correlation is not met, and specifically, the monotonicity condition is violated in damage scenarios DS4 and DS5. However, the data from A3 showed a fully monotonic relationship, which was validated by the computed correlation coefficient equal to À1:0.
PDDR versus standard EMA
The results based on the proposed PDDR method, the truncated variance estimates s 2 were then compared against the standard modal damping ratio estimates, through a standard Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) procedure.
EMA procedure. A suitable EMA and curve-fitting procedure, the LSCE method, was implemented in this study. This method essentially works by computing system poles l k in time domain directly utilising timedomain IRFs via auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model in time domain. 30 The inverse Fourier transforms (IFFTs) are taken from the pre-computed Frequency Response Function (FRFs). The estimation of natural frequencies and modal damping ratios from identified resonances was completed using the following LSCE formulation
and in terms of the summation of the directly fitted exponential functions, Prony's method was utilised
where A rs k ð Þ and A rs k ð Þ are the kth residue functions, defining the displacement of the rth DOF in the sth mode and the bar denotes the complex conjugate.
Collectively, five vibration modes were identified within the frequency band 0 < f < 500 Hz. Table 12 presents the extracted natural frequencies with the corresponding modal damping ratios. A graphical representation of the extracted modal parameters is presented in Figure 10 , in the form of a resynthesised FRF summation curve. Figures 11 and 12 present the changes in modal damping ratios with damage and relative percentage changes from baseline (intact state) of denoted DS0, respectively. For the specific modes, the damping ratios fluctuate with the increase in the damage severity with no clear pattern. However, for mode average results, a rough increasing trend can be identified.
The following observations were made in regard to the extracted natural frequencies and damping ratios:
1. Except for mode 4, all the other modes were affected by the resonant peak disappearances at certain intervals for the subjected damage scenarios, recognised by the unstable poles in the LSCE curve-fitting process. Mode 1 was noted as most affected by the missing data points between DS3
and DS6, more than half of the subjected damage scenarios. To investigate this, an alternative curvefitting method, rational fraction polynomial method was used. It can identify some resonant peaks within frequency proximity of missing modes. However, the direct FRF plots indicated that most of the identified peaks were either entirely wiped out or were far too wide and flat for accurate curve-fitting. 2. For the natural frequency changes, the results from modes 2, 3 and 4 indicated a weak negative correlation against damage severity, while those form modes 1 and 5 presented no distinguishable correlation. The largest percentage shift was observed in mode 3, among DS0-DS6, with a shift of 26.70% equating to a decrease of 18.02 Hz. The shift in Figure 10 . Resynthesized FRF summation curve using LSCE method extracted modal parameters.
mode 2 was 23.99% equating to a decrease of 7.92 Hz. 3. For the modal damping ratios, mode 5 was the only one which presented a perfect positive correlation with the damage severity, while the mode disappears from DS4 to DS6. The other modes presented no identifiable correlation. The largest change from the initial baseline measurement (DS0) was observed in mode 4 between DS0 and DS1, with an increase in modal damping ratio of 183%.
Comparison of results. In addition to the modal damping ratios, the equally weighted mode-averaged modal damping ratio quantities are presented in Table 13 . Similar to the PDDR method, quantitative correlation coefficients were determined using Spearman's coefficient. From the derivations provided in Appendix 1, it is theoretically shown that the PDDR method's damagesensitive parameter variance (s 2 ) has a strictly negative correlation against a dynamic system's damping property (for SDOF underdamped systems). The SHM literature generally indicates the expectation for modal damping ratios to increase with the increases of structural damage. Thus, for a direct comparison of the variance parameter against FRF-extracted modal damping ratios (z), Figure 13 presents an inverted plot of variance quantities s 2 (multiplied by 21) for parameter s 2 results. The identified set of modal damping ratios for the first five modes using the LSCE method individually presented inconclusive results to serve as a damagesensitive indicator. Precisely, only one of the five identified modes presented that the modal damping ratios had a statistically significant correlation to the subjected bolt-connection damages. A key hindrance was the disappearance of the identifiable modes within the frequency band, leading to the gaps in the data points for accurate damage identification procedures. It is noted that once the modal damping ratios were averaged (equally weighted), a full set of data points covering all damage scenarios was observed, with a visually distinguishable correlation. However, this correlation was deemed questionable with a Spearman's coefficient of 0.6785.
The direct comparison plot in Figure 13 presented that both parameters are similarly sensitive to the changes in the subjected damage. This is supported by a computed Pearson correlation between accelerometer averaged truncated variance s 2 versus mode-averaged modal damping ratios z, yielding a value of À0:734.
Although the averaged modal damping ratios presented even higher sensitivity to the existence of damage, they showed a strong diversion from a monotonical relationship with the damage severities, for example, DS3-DS6. In contrast, the PDDR truncated variance parameters indicate a near-perfect monotonic relationship, in all three accelerometers, and the averaged results (Table 11 ).
Discussion and conclusion
This article presented the PDDR method, a novel statistical structural damage identification framework, which employs overall damping estimates as a damagesensitive feature. It is formulated to be applicable for both damage detection through statistical hypothesis testing and damage identification through correlation analysis. This method was first introduced with the relevant background and its basis of the logarithmic decrement method. It was then detailed in the form of an algorithmic process. To verify its effectiveness, a Warren-truss bridge model under different boltconnection damage severities was tested. The results indicated that the truncated variance obtained from the PDDR method has a perfect negative monotonic relationship, while the modal damping ratios obtained from the standard EMA method have a moderate-toweak correlation. The results demonstrate that the efficacy of the PDDR method has been experimentally validated.
Advantages
The merits of the PDDR method are identified as follows:
1. It can be applied autonomously as an algorithm reiterated with each new IRF measurement, following the process as shown in Figure 2 ; 2. Since the damping properties are estimated directly in time domain using IRF measurements, it can avoid the issues of the standard EMA method, for example, spectral leakages, curve-fitting and modal extraction considerations; 3. The noise contamination issue can be mitigated through the use of a statistical analysis approach, where the damage-sensitive parameter is the statistical variance moment of compiled data set U. In addition, the data set integrates all the identified local maxima-minima data points which can reduce the effects of random measurement errors (in contrast with the logarithmic decrement method) and enhance its robustness; 4. While it is acknowledged that the variance moment estimates provide no physics-based interpretation of the test structures, for example, damping at separate vibration modes (MDOF), it serves as an excellent indicator of changes in the overall damping estimated at various points (accelerometer location) through a robust statistical analysis method. It performs well on a notably complex test structure (the Warren-truss bridge).
Limitations
The limitations of the PDDR method are also noted as follows:
1. To accurately model the operational/environmental changes, it needs a number of measurements under different conditions, even if the damage is definitely not present. Thus, a routine and frequent 'monitoring' strategy must take place for the approach to be adequately 'trained' with multiple baseline data. 2. The proposed method does not necessarily rely on the impact hammer testing, because it only uses the output data. However, the input force needs to be an impulse excitation. For large-scale civil infrastructure systems, it is not easy, but still achievable, for example, using jumping test.
Future research
A number of potential research directions are identified:
1. A shift from nonparametric statistical analyses to parametric distribution estimation and analysis, whereby the truncation of outliers from the original data sets U is avoided. 2. The optimal placement of sensors and impact point can enhance the performance of the PDDR method. This will need the construction of finite element models (FEMs) and modal analysis. 3. The proposed method is essentially a data-driven approach to structural damage identification. Its performance is expected to improve through the integration of physics-based method, for example, FEM updating approaches. 4. The practical application of the PDDR method needs to consider the operational and environmental condition changes, which requires the appropriate processing of the long-term monitoring data. A Bayesian framework is noted for this potential enhancement.
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